
DISCOVER BUBBLING SIGNALS  
Bubbling occurs when someone's anger is about

to erupt. The person's anger is said to be
bubbling over.  Bubbling signals are individual
and so everyone will have their own signals. In
order to identify your child's bubbling signals,

take note of the behaviours they exhibit before
they loose control. 

EXAMPLES 
They may: 

Curse
Grind their teeth 
Clench their fists

Turn red
This list is not exhaustive, there are many different
bubbling signals. Some are obvious while others are

subtle and may go unnoticed without vigilance. 

HOW CAN I HELP MY CHILD TO SELF
MANAGE THEIR ANGER?

WORK ON YOURSELF FIRST 
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ALL FEELINGS ARE EQUAL 
Bother positive and negative emotions are

important. They both have value. When we
experience a negative emotion, it teaches us
how important certain things are to us. If we

never felt negative emotions, we would not
understand what positive emotions are. 

Normalise emotions by expressing them verbally
each time you notice that you are experiencing

one. 
SAY

WHAT YOU ARE FEELING 
WHY YOU ARE FEELING THAT WAY

HOW YOU ARE GOING TO HELP YOURSELF 
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PROACTIVE STRATEGIES  
If you can recognise the bubbling signals, then

you can intervene before their anger escalates.
Examples of proactive strategies include 

distraction
change of location
change of activity

Take a break 
introduce a favoured activity  

REACTIVE STRATEGIES  
If   their anger does escalate, identify strategies

which can be used to minimise danger and
support them through it. 

Strategies include 
Finding a safe place 

removing items which could injure either them
or you

an alternative item to direct their anger to e.g.
cushion

SUPPORTIVE FEEDBACK  
When the child has fully calmed, provide

supportive feedback. Discuss what they could
have done differently. Reaffirm your love and
support for them. Acknowledge their struggle
and voice your wish to help. You are their safe

place, so unfortunately this means you may
experience more of this behaviour than the

outside world. Be their guide and their
cheerleader in times of struggle.
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RECOGNISE IMPROVEMENTS   
Do not hold out for the transformation, praise

any improvement, no matter how small.
Recognise the effort that the individual is

putting into the process. 


